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Our customers, shareholders, partners and colleagues expect
and deserve the highest standards of business conduct from us.
We earn and maintain their trust through the quality and
integrity of our daily decisions and actions.
Our Code of Conduct defines the standards and behaviors
expected of us all as BAE Systems employees. It supports us
in making decisions and outlines the ways in which we can
seek help and advice if we are unsure of the right thing to do
in any situation.
The principles of our Code of Conduct are enduring and
fundamental to how we do business. We regularly review
the contents to ensure those principles are applied to emerging
trends that affect our business and ways of working.
We all have a responsibility to understand our Code of Conduct,
to follow its guidance and to create an environment in which
we can speak up confidently if we have questions or concerns.
In doing so, we will continue to earn the trust of our customers
and build a company we are all proud to be part of.

Our Code of Conduct defines the standards and behaviors
expected of us all as BAE Systems employees.”
Charles Woodburn
Chief Executive
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Our Code of Conduct
Maintaining the highest standards of conduct
is at the heart of how we do business.
Our Code of Conduct lays out the standards
and behaviors that are expected of each of us.
It guides us in acting responsibly and ethically
in everything we do.
As employees of BAE Systems, we are each responsible
for understanding and complying with the Code, along
with the commitments, laws and regulations that relate
to our business activities, and the workplace policies
and processes that address them.
Within the Code, you will find examples of situations
you might face in your day-to-day work and advice
on where to get information and support if you are
ever unsure what to do.

Who must follow
our Code of Conduct?

What happens if I don’t comply
with the Code of Conduct?

All employees, as well as the Board
of Directors, must follow our Code of
Conduct. Each of us, wherever we work,
is required to behave in accordance
with the standards outlined in the
Code when dealing with colleagues,
business partners, customers, suppliers,
contractors, competitors and other
stakeholders.

The standards laid out at the beginning
of each section of the Code support
the relevant Company policies which
are embedded within our Operational
Framework. Failure to comply with the
Code amounts to a failure to comply
with BAE Systems’ policies and processes,
values and behaviors and may result
in disciplinary action, which could include
dismissal without notice.

Joint ventures controlled by BAE Systems
are required to uphold standards that are
substantially equivalent to this Code. Joint
ventures not controlled by BAE Systems
are encouraged to adopt standards that
are substantially equivalent to this Code.
We encourage our business partners,
contractors and suppliers to adopt
the same or equivalent standards of
ethical business conduct as set out in
our Supplier Principles – Guidance for
Responsible Business.
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Commitments under
our Code of Conduct
The Code sets out the Company’s
commitments, the individual
responsibilities we all have as
employees, and the additional
responsibilities of managers
and supervisors.
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Company commitments

Employee responsibilities

The Company commits to supporting
employees by:

The Company expects us all to take
responsibility for doing the right thing:

–	providing a clear set of policies, standards
and behaviors which define expectations
across all our countries of operation
–	respecting the human rights and privacy
of our employees in the workplace
–	enabling employees with appropriate
training, guidance and information
–	creating an inclusive, positive, supportive,
open work environment where employees
feel able to speak up and report issues
and concerns without fear of retaliation
–	providing access to an Ethics Helpline
and a network of Ethics Officers
–	listening and responding to issues and
concerns in good time
–	not tolerating retaliation or discrimination
against those who have raised concerns
–	encouraging our suppliers, contractors and
other business partners to adopt the same
or similar standards of ethical behavior.

Knowing what to do
–	be familiar with this Code and know
where to find information and support
–	understand the Company’s policies and
processes and our responsibilities in
respect of them
–	engage only in actions that are ethical,
legal and meet the standards and
expectations of the Code.

Behaving responsibly
–	be committed to treating people
professionally and with respect
–	conduct business relationships in an open,
honest and transparent way
–	comply with all applicable laws and
regulations, including their spirit and intent
–	respond to any warning signs that come
up in your own work or the work of others
–	seek guidance if you are not sure what
to do or you have seen or heard something
that does not feel right
–	speak up where you have a concern
or think there may be a problem
–	support your colleagues in doing
the right thing
–	take active steps to understand training
requirements, including completing
mandatory training
–	never retaliate against colleagues who
speak up with a concern.

Additional manager or
supervisor responsibilities
Setting an example
–	act with integrity, displaying the high
standards of conduct expected
–	clearly show that doing the right thing
is important to you
–	create a positive, inclusive working
environment where everyone can give
their best
–	foster a culture in which your team
feels comfortable raising concerns and
asking for advice.

Being accountable
–	support your team in making ethical
and responsible decisions
–	support your team in complying with
all applicable laws and regulations
–	hold yourself and your team accountable
if they don’t meet the Code’s standards,
our policies or any applicable laws
–	act promptly when a member of your
team raises a concern
–	take action to protect members of your
team from retaliation if they speak up
–	ask for advice if you do not know how
to handle or respond to an issue or
concern raised
–	support your team in understanding
training requirements and completing
mandatory training on time.
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Commitments under
our Code of Conduct
Continued

What about different laws
in different countries?
BAE Systems operates in many different
countries and we are committed to
complying with the laws and regulations
of the countries in which we work. Our
Code applies everywhere we operate
and is supported by Group and businesslevel policies, procedures and practices,
which may vary to take account of local
requirements and legislation.

Speaking up
You are encouraged to seek advice or raise
your concerns about business conduct
related issues. You should speak up
any time you:
–	have questions about a situation
or need advice
–	want to report something that you believe
doesn’t comply with our standards or
the law
–	think an issue that’s been reported is
not being dealt with properly.

Often an issue can be resolved by
speaking with the person concerned.
Your manager, supervisor, Human
Resources or Legal department can
also help you find the right way to raise
or address an issue. If you still have a
concern, or are not comfortable speaking
with anyone locally, you can contact an
Ethics Officer or the Ethics Helpline.
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It’s important to report any concerns,
even if you are not absolutely sure that
there is a problem, as soon as possible.
If you have a genuine issue or concern
then it is important that you raise your
concern. Speaking up can result in a
range of outcomes, including changes
to governance, practices and training.
Some countries where we operate have
additional local whistleblowing laws
addressing legal protection for employees
reporting particular topics or the right
to make reports on specified topics to
governments or to the media. We respect
and recognize all these rights.
When you call the Ethics Helpline your
call will be answered by a trained member
of staff from an external, independent
company which specializes in operating
confidential telephone reporting systems.
Calls to the Ethics Helpline are answered
in English, however there are qualified
interpreters available. There may be a
brief wait for an interpreter to come on
the line or they may need to call you back
to discuss your issue or concern.

You will need to tell them that your call
relates to BAE Systems. Written details
of your conversation will be reported
to the Ethics Officer in your business
at BAE Systems and you will be given
a reference number. Your call will not be
recorded. The Ethics Officer will contact
you directly to have a trusted conversation
and understand your concerns fully.

We will not tolerate retaliation
Retaliation will not be tolerated.
Retaliation can include an
employee being dismissed, demoted,
suspended, intimidated, harassed,
excluded, denied training or given
poor evaluations.

The Ethics Officer will discuss your concerns
with key stakeholders as required in order
to resolve it as efficiently and effectively
as possible and your details will be known
only to those involved in investigating and
addressing your issue or concern. You will
be updated regarding your call and will be
provided with feedback before the issue is
closed, although we may not provide all the
details due to confidentiality considerations.
If you want to keep your report
anonymous, this can be done by using
the phone or website reporting options.
If you choose to take this approach,
please provide as much detail as you
can. You can anonymously check on the
status of your report via the Helpline by
using the reference number provided to
you. Checking back in this way allows the
investigating team to make requests for
additional information and also allows them
to respond to any questions you may have.
You do not have to be an employee of
BAE Systems to contact the Ethics Helpline.
We would encourage anyone who has an
issue or concern related to BAE Systems
to raise it as soon as possible.
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Our responsible
decision-making model
The Code cannot cover every situation that
we may find ourselves in. When faced with
a situation, our responsible decision-making
model can help guide us through.

After working through the decision-making model, you should speak up if you:
–	are still unsure how to handle a situation, have a question, or are seeking advice
–	want to tell us about situations where you think our standards or the law may
not have been upheld or
–	think an issue or concern that has been reported is not being dealt with properly.

Our responsible decision-making model

Gather the facts

Understand the rules

Consider the situation

Seek advice from others

Do I have all the relevant information?
–	Have I separated assumptions from facts?

What are the relevant laws
and regulations?
–	What do the Code of Conduct
and our policies say?
–	What are the industry standards
and practices?

Think about accountability, honesty, integrity,
openness and respect.
–	How does the situation affect others
and how may it be perceived?
–	Would I feel comfortable explaining
my decision to my colleagues, family
and friends?
–	How would I feel if this appeared
in a newspaper?
–	Would it reflect badly on me, my colleagues
or the Company?
–	Is it setting a good example?
–	A sk yourself: am I doing the right thing?

Talk to your manager or supervisor.
–	Consult with the Human Resources
or Legal department
–	Speak to an Ethics Officer, phone
or email the Ethics Helpline, or report
the issue via the Ethics Helpline website.

–	What other information might I need,
and where could I find it?
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Respect
at work

Creating an inclusive and supportive
working environment is vital to the success
of the Company, delivering on our customer
commitments and ensuring that everyone
can perform at their best.
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Our behavior
and standards
BAE Systems values a diverse workforce. We are all responsible for creating
a diverse and inclusive workplace where employees treat one another
professionally and with respect. As a large, global Company bringing
together people from a wide variety of backgrounds, origins, experiences
and cultures, it is vital that we all respect and value each other.

Policies and further guidance
IT Acceptable Use Policy
People Policy

We will
–	Treat each other with
courtesy, dignity and
respect
–	Listen to one another,
and encourage, respect
and value input – even
when views differ from
our own – to create a
work environment in
which we all feel we
can speak up
–	Base decisions on merit,
not on race, sex, age,
sexual orientation, gender
reassignment or identity,
marital status, pregnancy
and maternity, disability,
religion and belief, or
any other protected
characteristic, to ensure
the Company has the
best people for the
role and creates highperforming teams

–	Recognize personal bias
or prejudice and actively
seek to exclude this from
decisions or actions
–	Not tolerate harassment
through any means,
including verbal, nonverbal, physical or online.
Abusive, offensive,
humiliating or intimidating
behavior is never
acceptable. We each have
a personal responsibility
not to behave in this way
and, where possible, to
discourage such behavior
in others

–	Recognize that these
standards of behavior
are expected at all times
both inside and outside
the workplace, whether
working on site, at
customer locations, online,
working from home or
otherwise. This includes
Company social events
and interacting with work
colleagues or work-related
third parties
–	Manage our online
presence in accordance
with our expected
standards of workplace
behavior and in
accordance with any
relevant Company policies
–	Speak up if we observe
inappropriate or
unacceptable behavior.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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We must all be aware of our responsibilities
and understand what we need to do.
Our Code provides guidance on situations
we may come across wherever we are
and whatever our role.

Our
workplace
responsibilities
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Safety, health
and wellbeing
Health and wellbeing

We all have a personal and collective responsibility
to create and maintain a safe and secure workplace.
We will
–	Know and comply with
applicable safety rules
and security procedures
and all local requirements
as a minimum
–	Understand the risks and
hazards in our workplace
and daily operating
environment

–	Identify safety concerns
and improvements and
report all issues promptly
–	Take responsibility for our
own safety and the safety
of those around us, the
work we do and the area
we work in
–	Take care of our mental
and physical health

–	Never conduct business,
drive or operate machinery
when under the influence
of alcohol or illegal drugs
–	Act immediately if
someone is putting
themselves or others in
harm’s way.

Employees are encouraged to take
care of themselves both mentally and
physically in order to be at their best
at work and home. We will promote
and support health and wellbeing
across our locations through a variety
of programs. When issues are affecting
our wellbeing, we should seek support
through the channels available.

Policies and further guidance
Health and Safety Policy
Security Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Recording of time, costs, materials
and financial information
We have a responsibility to record time bookings, labor charges, materials,
costs and all other aspects of the Company’s business accurately.

Examples of non-compliant
recording of time, cost and materials:

Honest, accurate and objective recording and reporting of information, whether financial
or non-financial, is essential to the Company’s governance, credibility and reputation.
The accurate charging of labor, materials and other costs is also necessary to maintain
the integrity of our customer billing, cost estimating and financial reporting processes,
and to allow the proper payment of taxes.

–	Underestimating costs in a contract
with the intent of charging cost
overruns once the contract has started
–	Booking time for hours not worked
–	Agreeing to pay supplier invoices that
do not accurately reflect the value or
nature of goods delivered or services
performed
–	Charging the incorrect amount
for materials on invoices
–	Claiming for personal expenses that
do not comply with Company policy
–	Recording Company transactions
and expenditures inaccurately or late
–	Booking time to the wrong customer
contract or asking others to do so.

Failure to record financial information and labor charges accurately may damage
the Company’s credibility and reputation and potentially expose the individual to
serious consequences.

We will
–	Record all transactions,
expenditures, labor
charges, hours worked
and all other aspects of
the Company’s business
accurately, in a timely
manner, and in accordance
with our policies covering
accounting, expenses and
record keeping

–	Be mindful of all
expenses incurred while
on Company business;
ensuring they are
reasonable and comply
with policies and can
be justified as necessary
expenditure
–	Ensure financial
information always
accurately reflects the
underlying transaction
and is not designed to
evade the proper payment
of taxes

–	Seek approval, where
required, for a gift or
hospitality. Account
accurately and
transparently for all gifts
and hospitalities, and
ensure they are recorded
in the relevant Gifts and
Hospitality Register.

Policies and further guidance
	Document Creation, Retention
and Disposal Policy
Finance Policy
Fraud Prevention Policy
Gifts and Hospitality Policy
Local Expenses Policy
Procurement Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Use of Company property

We are responsible for ensuring that the products
that we deliver both conform to their design
and achieve the level of safety and quality
agreed with the customer. We do this by
complying with our product safety and quality
policies and processes.

Policies and
further guidance
Engineering Policy
Product Safety Policy
	
Quality Policy

A product is any goods or services, including
intellectual property, developed or traded by BAE Systems.
This could be physical such as a platform or sub-system,
non-physical such as software or a design license, or
a service, such as maintenance or support.
Our policies and practices apply throughout the product’s life,
and may extend beyond the formal end of the project.

We will
–	Ensure that the required
standards of quality are
understood, communicated
and applied through all
processes to ensure our
products conform to their
operational and safety
requirements, as agreed
with our customers
–	Follow the designated
process for the task and not
depart from process without
appropriate approval

Our workplace
responsibilities

–	Always speak up
immediately and raise any
concerns regarding the
safety and quality of a
product, or the application
of policies and processes.

We have a responsibility to protect all Company
property and equipment in our care from loss,
damage or misuse. This includes tools, materials,
parts and components, IT devices and equipment,
hardware and documentation. We will apply
the same standards to property and equipment
in our care belonging to customers, business
partners and other third parties.
We will
–	Observe and comply
with security and access
arrangements at our
facilities and report
any suspicious activity
–	Protect any Company
property and equipment in
our care and ensure they
are not compromised, lost,
damaged, misused or
disposed of inappropriately
or needlessly

Policies and
further guidance
I nformation
Management and
Technology Policy
IT Acceptable Use
Policy
Security Policy

–	Never loan, transfer, sell or
donate Company property
without authorization.
This includes waste, spare
or discarded materials
–	Use Company property
and equipment only for
authorized purposes and
secure Company property
and equipment when not
in use.

Examples of misuse and failure to appropriately
secure Company property and equipment:
–	Personal use of Company tools and equipment
without authorization
–	Leaving IT equipment unsecured at work, home or
while travelling
–	Donating Company equipment to a local charity
without approval
–	Taking discarded Company materials to use at home
without authorization
–	Loaning your security badge to a visitor.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Responsible
use of
information
We are all responsible for the appropriate
use of Company IT networks and systems
and protecting, storing and handling
Company, personal, customer and business
partner information correctly.
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Using Company
IT systems
Examples of inappropriate use
of Company IT systems:

We all have a role to play in helping to safeguard
Company IT systems, networks and applications
and will do this by ensuring we use them
appropriately and responsibly.
We will
–	Protect log-on information
and passwords and secure
IT equipment when
leaving it unattended
– Be vigilant for phishing
attacks – report
suspicious emails and be
cautious about clicking
on unknown links
or attachments
–	Respect any restrictions
on our use of Company
IT systems, networks
and applications

–	Immediately report loss
of Company IT equipment
– Limit our personal use
of Company IT systems
–	Be mindful that all activity
on Company IT systems
may be subject to lawful
monitoring, including any
personal use and storage
of information
–	Only access, work on
and transmit business
information on approved
devices and on Company
networks, or Company
approved third party
and customer networks

–	Manage our online
presence in accordance
with our expected
standards of workplace
behavior and in
accordance with relevant
Company policies
–	Not use Company
IT for inappropriate,
abusive, offensive,
humiliating or intimidating
communications
–	Not use our own or another
person’s personal email
for Company business.

–	Using your Company video conferencing
account to host a meeting with your
sports team or social group
–	Making lengthy personal calls
on a Company mobile phone
–	R
 egistering for a music or video
streaming service using your Company
email address.

Policies and further guidance
Communications Policy
IT Acceptable Use Policy
Information Management
	
and Technology Policy
Security Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Managing, handling
and sharing information
We are responsible for correctly managing, handling and sharing
the information we create, use and share on behalf of the
Company and its customers, suppliers and other third parties.
Document marking is a way of describing the value and classification of
information. Our Company Marking Standard is used to indicate the sensitivity
of the Company’s information contained in the document. Security, export
control and intellectual property markings may also need to be applied to
documents as well as markings that are required under the terms of our
contracts with customers or third parties. These markings are used to indicate
any restrictions on the way the information must be stored, who is permitted
to see or use it, and the way in which it can be shared.
In order to protect the information we hold, work and business related activities
should only be conducted on approved devices and on Company networks,
or Company approved third party and customer networks and applications.

We will
–	Ensure information we
create in our work is
appropriately marked
and that we store,
handle, send, share and
dispose of information
in line with the handling
requirements that apply to
the information
–	Seek appropriate support
if we are unsure what
document markings to
apply, and question the
markings on documents
we think may be
incorrectly marked

–	Consider who should have
access to information,
for what purpose and
whether they require any
authorizations
–	Take care when
conducting Company
business in areas where
others may be able to
overhear our telephone
conversations or read from
our document or screen
–	Never leave computers
unlocked or documents
visible and unattended

–	Think before posting,
clicking or sharing
something online.
Something as simple as
mentioning the location
of a Company event or
describing the type of
work you are doing could
create a security risk for
yourself or others
–	Not use our own or another
person’s personal email
for Company business
–	Obtain the necessary
permission to share
protected information
in public forums or on
social media

Examples of inappropriate
managing, handling and
sharing information:
–	Sending work to a personal email account
or saving it in a personal storage area
outside the Company network in order
to be able to work on it from home using
your personal device
–	Storing documents which should only
be available to a limited number of
individuals in an area on the network
that does not have appropriately limited
access controls
–	Including export controlled information
in a presentation to a group of suppliers
without checking that the appropriate
authorizations are in place to allow the
attendees to receive the information.

Policies and further guidance
	Document Creation, Retention
and Disposal Policy
Export Control Policy
	Information Management
and Technology Policy
Intellectual Property Policy
	IT Acceptable Use Policy
Security Policy

–	Only share export controlled
material in accordance
with appropriate licensing
authorizations
–	Ensure Government security
classified information is only
shared with those who have
the appropriate authorization
and have a need to know
–	Make sure shared information
is stored appropriately for
collaboration and business
continuity purposes.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Personal information
Personal data protection, or data privacy, is about respecting
individuals’ privacy, protecting personal information and
ensuring appropriate measures are in place to control how
personal information is used and accessed.
The Company will take all reasonable measures to safeguard
and secure your personal information and will be fair and transparent
in how and why it collects, uses and stores your personal information.
We all have a responsibility to ensure that we safeguard any personal
information we have in our possession or that we have access to, from
loss or misuse.

Examples of inappropriate use
or handling of personal data:
–	Providing a colleague’s home address
and personal phone number to a third
party without their permission
–	Taking personal medical information
into account in promotion decisions
–	An employee who has access to
personal data as part of their role
shares the personal data with a
colleague who doesn’t have access
to it for use in a different project
without appropriate approval.

Policies and further guidance
	Document Creation, Retention
and Disposal Policy
	Information Management
and Technology Policy
People Policy
	Personal Data Protection Policy
Security Policy

We will
–	Be clear about the
intended use of
information when
collecting it, not collect
or store more information
than is needed and only
collect or use it where
there is a legitimate
business reason to do so
–	Take all appropriate
measures to safeguard
and secure the personal
information that we are
responsible for

–	Ensure personal
information is only used
for the reason that it was
collected and only shared
with those who have a
valid or legitimate reason
to receive it.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Share transactions
and inside information
We may receive confidential information about the
Company and its business partners that, if made public,
would have a significant effect on the price value of the
Company’s shares or those of another company. This
information is commonly known as ‘inside information’.
In addition, we may be involved with Company matters
that are potentially share price sensitive, i.e. they may
become inside information at a future date.
We will
–	Safeguard information
that is potentially share
price sensitive and never
discuss this or pass it on
to anyone else – whether
to other employees (unless
specifically authorized
to do so by the Company),
family members, friends
or business associates – or
encourage them to deal
in shares based on such
information

–	Never deal in shares
or encourage others
to do so when in
possession of information
that is potentially share
price sensitive or when
we have been informed
personally by the
Company that we should
not deal

–	Ensure that inside
information is properly
managed so that
we are able to meet
the Company’s legal
obligations – including the
issuing of any regulatory
announcements that may
be required.

Examples of inappropriate actions
and possible criminal activity:
–	Deciding to buy BAE Systems shares
because you know that a contract for
the major bid you have been working
on is likely to be signed shortly
–	Talking to a family member about
a due diligence review of a company
we are looking to buy
–	Deciding to sell some Company shares
when you become aware that one of
the Company’s major programs could
make a substantial loss
–	Telling family members that they should
sell their Company shares when you
become aware that the Company is
thinking about cutting its dividend.

Policies and further guidance
	Inside Information Policy
Share Dealing Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Our business
responsibilities

Strong business relationships with our partners
and suppliers, based on honesty, integrity, trust
and openness, are key to our mutual success.
We also deliver on our wider commitments
to local communities and the environment.
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Working with others
We will work with our customers, business partners
and suppliers in a respectful and responsible way
and deliver on all our business commitments in
accordance with our Code.

Policies and
further guidance
Commercial Policy

Procurement Policy

–	Maintain our standards and
behave respectfully when
working with others
– Uphold our commitments
within our Supplier Principles
–	Communicate clearly and
encourage our business
partners and suppliers
to adopt the same or
equivalent standards as
set out in our Supplier
Principles – Guidance for
Responsible Business

–	Ensure that all suppliers
are subject to relevant
due diligence checks before
any business is conducted
with them
–	Ensure our customers,
business partners and
suppliers have access to
our Ethics Helpline and the
means to raise issues if they
have concerns about our
behaviors
–	Report any behavior by
a customer, business partner
or supplier that does not
match our standards.

Responsible use
of information

Our business
responsibilities

Our anti-corruption
program

Trade compliance

Additional
information
& Index

Human rights

People Policy

We will

Our workplace
responsibilities

Security Policy
	Supplier Principles
– Guidance for
Responsible Business

We are committed to respecting and upholding
human rights wherever we operate, in respect
of activities under the full, direct control of
the Company.
We each have a role to play in the elimination
of human rights abuses such as child labor
and modern slavery, including human trafficking,
forced or indentured labor.

Policies and
further guidance
People Policy
Procurement Policy
	Product Trading Policy
	Supplier Principles
– Guidance for
Responsible Business

We will
–	Review, monitor and
investigate our operations
for human rights abuses

–	Review and assess,
where possible, the
operations of our business
partners and suppliers
against expectations
set out in our Supplier
Principles – Guidance for
Responsible Business.

Examples of inappropriate conduct when working
with others:
– Rude or offensive language used to a supplier
–A
 business partner making a request for an advance
payment not in accordance with the contract
–A
 supplier submitting false invoices or invoices
with unexplained charges in them.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Our communities

We all have a responsibility to use resources
efficiently and sparingly, and to minimize
the environmental impacts associated with
our products and activities.

Policies and
further guidance
Environment Policy

We will
–	Contribute to the Company’s
environmental goals
–	Use energy and water
resources efficiently and
identify opportunities
to prevent or reduce
consumption
–	Look for opportunities
to minimize (or enhance)
the environmental impacts
associated with our activities
and products, including
reducing carbon emissions

Our workplace
responsibilities

–	Avoid the production of
waste where we can and
seek to maximize the
recycling potential of waste
that is generated
–	Raise issues which we
identify that could cause
environmental harm.

We will seek to make a positive social and
economic contribution to the communities
in which we live and work. We will contribute
to activities and organizations that align with
our values and business objectives.
We will
–	Invest in communities local
to our sites
–	Support the development
and education of our
current and future
workforce
–	Contribute to and support
charities in accordance
with our giving principles
through sponsorships,
donations, fundraising
and volunteering activities

Policies and
further guidance
	Community
Investment Policy
	Gifts and
Hospitality Policy

–	Seek approval before
making sponsorship
commitments, charitable
donations or promising
of ‘in-kind’ support such
as Company materials
or resources
–	Ensure that charitable
donations or sponsorship
do not amount to bribery
or political payments.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Our success, as a Company, depends on all
of us behaving ethically in everything we do.
We all have a role to play in ensuring that
we maintain the high standards of ethical
conduct that our customers, shareholders,
partners and colleagues expect.

Our
anti-corruption
program
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Anti-bribery and corruption
We do not tolerate any form of bribery or
corruption. We will never offer, give, request
or receive bribes or other inducements,
either directly or through a third party.
Even the suggestion of corruption may
damage the reputation of the Company
and affect our ability to do business.
A bribe includes any direct or indirect payment,
benefit or gift offered, given, requested or
received with the purpose of improperly
influencing a decision or outcome. The benefit
does not necessarily have to be of large value. It
could be as simple as a lunch or an invitation to
a sporting event. Nor does a transaction need to
have taken place for it to be considered a bribe.
In addition, payments, gifts or other benefits
provided to or through a third party, such as
adviser or teaming partner, or as a decision
maker’s relative or business partner, could
also be a bribe under certain circumstances.

A facilitation payment is a small monetary
value payment or gift given to a government
official to do something the official ultimately
will have to do, the only question is whether
it happens today or at a later date.
Under UK law, and under the laws of many
jurisdictions in which we do business,
facilitation payments are considered to be
bribes. The concept of a facilitation payment
does not include fees required to be paid by
law such as the payment of a filing fee for
a legal document, nor does it include lawful
expediting payments that are covered by an
official, published fee schedule and for which
a receipt is provided.

We will

We will

–	Never tolerate or condone bribery or other
forms of corrupt activity
–	Not offer, give, request or receive any
payment, benefit or gift which is intended to
be, or may be construed as, a bribe, or allow
others to make or receive improper payments
on our behalf
–	Not allow employees, advisers, consultants,
distributors, joint venture parties, offset and
industrialization partners, suppliers or anyone
else who may be acting on the Company’s
behalf to offer, give or receive bribes or
corrupt payments.

–	Not make facilitation payments and will not
allow others to make facilitation payments
on our behalf, unless life or physical safety
is threatened
–	Report any requests to make facilitation
payments
–	Take action to combat the practice of
facilitation payments in countries in which
we do business.

Examples of bribery, corruption
or facilitation payments:
–	Employing an individual primarily
because they are the relative of a key
business partner
–	Artificially increasing the price of some
elements of a bid in order to allow for
kickback payments
–	Offering payment to a third party in
exchange for sensitive information
about a competitor
–	When requested by an airport official,
paying them a small cash amount to
jump the queue at border control,
where no such official system exists.

Policies and further guidance
Advisers Policy
Conflicts of Interest Policy
Facilitation Payments Policy
Gifts and Hospitality Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Gifts and hospitality
We will never offer, give or receive any payment, benefit, gift or
hospitality that is intended to be or may be construed as a bribe or
which is in return for business or confidential information or to improperly
influence a business activity or allow others to do so on our behalf.
We will
–	Give any gifts and
hospitality only in good
faith and ensure they are
occasional, appropriate
and reasonable, and
comply with any
applicable laws
–	Ensure gifts and hospitality
offered or received are
within the Company’s
financial limits and comply
with government or state
controlled customer’s rules
and regulations

–	Understand our
customers’ restrictions
on gifts and hospitality
–	Seek approval, where
required, for a gift
or hospitality
–	Account accurately and
transparently for any
gifts or hospitality, and
ensure they are recorded
in the relevant Gifts and
Hospitality Register
–	Seek guidance if we
are unsure about giving
or receiving a gift
or hospitality before
taking action

–	Seek guidance if we
are concerned about
colleagues receiving
or giving excessive gifts
or hospitality
–	Never give payments, gifts
or other benefits through
a third party, such as a
decision maker’s relative
or business partner.

Examples of inappropriate gifts
or hospitality in the workplace:
–	Accepting a free stay at a hotel that
is competing for Company business
–	Giving a customer a gift without
following our approval processes
–	Giving or receiving a gift to influence
the outcome of a business decision
–	Receiving a lavish gift or hospitality
from a supplier who is competing for a
contract you will award
–	Receiving repeated gifts and hospitality,
each individually within policy limits,
from the same third party.

Policies and further guidance
Advisers Policy
Conflicts of Interest Policy
Facilitation Payments Policy
Gifts and Hospitality Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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We will declare if there is an actual or perceived
conflict between our personal interests and our
responsibilities to the Company.
Conflicts of interest are situations in which competing
interests may impair our ability to make objective and
unbiased business decisions in the best interest of the
Company. Even the perception of a conflict of interest
can cast doubt on our integrity and could damage
the Company’s reputation.
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Appointing and working
with advisers
Policies and
further guidance
	Conflict of
Interest Policy
People Policy

We will
–	Be aware of the behaviors
and circumstances in
which actual, potential
or perceived conflicts of
interest can arise and take
care to avoid them, or the
perception of them
–	Declare all potential or actual
conflicts to your manager
or Legal department

Our workplace
responsibilities

–	Exercise good judgment,
while recognizing that
not all personal interests,
relationships, influences
or activities create a
conflict of interest, and
seek guidance if in doubt
–	Ensure actual conflicts of
interest are recorded and,
if the conflict cannot be
removed, remedial steps
are put in place.

Examples of potential conflicts of interest:
–	Managing or making a decision to hire a close friend
or family member
– Having a relationship with someone you supervise at work
–	Appointing a supplier who is connected to you through
friends or family
– Having financial interests in suppliers or competitors
–	Serving on the board of directors of another company
operating for profit without Company approval.

We will only appoint advisers of known integrity,
and we will require that their conduct meets our
standards at all times.
The Company sometimes uses advisers – such as consultants,
marketing representatives or distributors – to obtain guidance
on our strategic approach in a particular country or to assist
in marketing and distributing our products.

Policies and
further guidance
Advisers Policy

Their role may, among many other activities, include
providing us with general advice about the local business
environment, assisting in discussions with government officials
or supporting offset matters. There are a small number of
employees who work with advisers and only a very few
are authorized to appoint and sign contracts with them.
Our Advisers Policy describes the due diligence procedures
and the mandatory approval process we use in selecting
and appointing advisers.

We will
–	Understand and
always comply with
the Company policy
on the appointment,
management and
payment of advisers
–	Require that all of our
advisers, consultants and
distributors comply with
our policies and the local
laws and regulations that
govern their activities
–	Report to our Legal
department if we are
aware of any possible

violation of these policies,
laws or regulations by
an adviser
–	Never use third parties
to make payments or
arrangements that are
improper, illegal or which
we would be uncomfortable
making directly
–	Always seek guidance if
we are unsure of whether
a third party’s activities
might be covered by the
Advisers Policy.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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and lobbying
The Company does not participate directly in
political activities or make corporate contributions or
donations to political parties or their representatives.
Although the Company does not directly participate
in party politics, we will continue to engage in policy
debate on subjects of legitimate concern to us,
our employees, our customers and the end users
of our products and services, and the communities
in which we operate, including through lobbying.
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Individual political
activities and donations
Policies and
further guidance
	Lobbying, Political
Donations and
Other Political
Activity Policy

We will
–	Not use Company funds
and resources to contribute
to any political campaign,
political party, political
candidate or any of their
affiliated organizations
–	Not use charitable
donations as a substitute
for political payments
–	Not make political
contributions or
payments directly

Our workplace
responsibilities

–	Be aware of and comply
with all requirements of
law, regulation and internal
policy regarding lobbying
wherever we operate
–	Consult with management
before any lobbying
is undertaken with
government officials
or employees
–	Report, as required, full
details to the relevant
authorities of any political
contributions or payments
made by our partners
and suppliers.

We all have the right individually to participate
in the political process, including by making
political contributions.
We will
–A
 lways make it clear that
our views and actions
are our own and not
the Company’s
–	Seek advice if you or a close
relative are planning to
stand for local or national
government or are engaged
in political activity

–	Seek approval to use
Company time or resource
to carry out or support our
personal political activities.

Policies and
further guidance
	Lobbying, Political
Donations and
Other Political
Activity Policy

In certain countries (such as the US) the law permits
employees to make donations to political campaigns
through a Political Action Committee (PAC). Personal
participation in the PAC means that limited use
of Company time and resources is appropriate (but
may not be time-charged to a government contract).

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Trade
compliance

We must ensure that our business practices
are in accordance with all applicable laws,
directives and regulations including those
governing the import, export and handling
of goods, technical data and services.
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Bidding and contract negotiation

Competition and anti-trust

We will behave responsibly when competing for
a customer’s business and when engaging with
customers, customer authorities, business partners,
suppliers or offset and industrialization partners.

Competition and anti-trust laws protect free
enterprise and prohibit behavior that limits
trade or that restricts fair competition. They
are complex and context specific.

When bidding for or negotiating a contract we will
–	Approach business
with honesty, integrity
and openness
–	Be truthful, accurate and
clear in our statements,
communications or
representations
–	Disclose information required
by law or regulation
–	Observe the laws, rules
and regulations that apply
to procurement activities

–	Not solicit or accept
information on a
competitor’s bid or
proposal that we know
to be proprietary or
restricted from disclosure
by law or regulation or that
could create an actual or
perceived conflict of interest
–	Ensure offset arrangements
are consistent with the
Offset Policy and comply
with all export control laws
and regulations.

Policies and
further guidance
Commercial Policy
	Conflict of
Interest Policy
	Gifts and
Hospitality Policy
	Lifecycle Management
Framework Policy
Offset Policy
Procurement Policy

Additional
information
& Index

Policies and
further guidance
Commercial Policy
	Conflict of
Interest Policy

We will
–	Comply with competition
and anti-trust laws
–	Not discuss pricing or
other commercially
sensitive information
with competitors in
breach of competition
and anti-trust laws
–	Not engage in any
form of discussion,
correspondence,
agreement or
understanding with a
competitor or potential
competitor to fix prices,
rig bids, allocate customers
or market or restrict supply
in breach of competition or
anti-trust laws

Trade compliance

–	Report any potentially
anti-competitive activity
and enquiries made to
us in connection with
such activities to the
Legal department
–	Seek guidance from
the Legal department in
respect of any question
as to the applicability
of competition and
anti-trust laws.

	Gifts and
Hospitality Policy
	Lifecycle Management
Framework Policy
Offset Policy
Procurement Policy

Examples of anti-competitive behavior:
–	Sharing a supplier’s pricing details or other contractual
terms with another company
–	Sharing details of our pricing or contract offering with
competitors on a bid
–	Agreeing with a competitor not to bid a particular
contract so they withdraw from the next one.

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice, or report it confidentially through the Ethics Helpline
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Trade restrictions, export controls
and sanctions
Export controls, sanctions and other trade restrictions are
administered to protect national security and foreign policy
interests and they govern how, with whom and where the
Company does business.
We will comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including
sanctions controlling the import, export and general trading of goods,
technology, software and transactions or other dealings with third parties.
If we fail to observe export control laws and sanctions, the Company
(and individuals) may face fines, criminal prosecution, loss of future
export privileges and reputational damage.

We will
–	Be familiar with the
Company’s policies and
procedures for handling
export-controlled goods,
technology, data, software
and/or providing services
–	Understand what material
is export controlled,
the rules for accessing,
sending and receiving
such material and who is
authorized to receive it

–	Consider security
requirements that may
also limit with whom
and on what basis you
can share material
–	Consult our local Export
Control department in
advance if we have any
questions or concerns
about whether our
proposed activities may
be subject to export
control or sanctions
restrictions.

Examples of when we should think
about export controls and sanctions:
–	At the earliest stages of planning
a new project or program
–	When accessing, receiving, storing
or transmitting controlled technology
of any kind
–	When sending, receiving, sharing,
discussing, accessing, exporting or
transferring military goods, software
or information
–	When travelling overseas on business
or with Company devices
–	When accessing your home country
Company IT networks from abroad
–	When taking controlled material or
Company devices overseas or using such
devices in airport lounges, trains, hotels
or other non-work locations
–	When working from remote locations
(i.e. outside normal workplace), either
in your home country or overseas
–	When dealing with or making payments
to third parties
–	When engaging advisers
–	When considering business in new
export markets and/or with potential
customers
–	When booking visitors for a site visit
–	When you recruit employees or
contractors, from within other parts
of the Company or externally
–	When your role changes or before
you commence work on a new project.

Policies and further guidance
Advisers Policy
Export Control Policy

When any of us sees something that is not right, we need to do something about it.
Seek advice,
advice,or
orreport
reportititconfidentially
confidentiallythrough
throughthe
theEthics
Ethics
Helpline
Helpline
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Additional information for
BAE Systems, Inc. businesses
The Code of Conduct reflects our commitment to our shared
ethical principles of accountability, honesty, integrity, openness
and respect. It makes clear the basic principles that we have
agreed that underlie our every action. It is our promise to one
another to uphold the highest standards of ethical behavior.
Every employee of BAE Systems, Inc. and
its owned and/or managed businesses
is responsible for understanding and
complying fully with the standards
contained in this booklet. Anything less
undermines the tremendous contributions
of our co-workers and could jeopardize
the safety and security of our employees
and customers.
As the Code makes clear, we will treat
one another with respect and dignity.
The Company is committed to providing
a work environment that is free from all
forms of inappropriate discrimination
and from conduct that is harassing,
coercive or disruptive. Discriminatory
or harassing actions, words or other
conduct based on an individual’s race,
color, religion, sex, gender, national
origin, ancestry, age, status as a qualified
individual with a disability, genetic
information, pregnancy status, veteran
status, medical condition, marital status,

sexual orientation, gender identity and
expression, or any other characteristic
protected by applicable laws will not be
tolerated. For more information regarding
discrimination and harassment, please see
the Company’s policies.
It is incumbent upon each of us to
preserve our long-standing commitment
to, and reputation for, ethical conduct
in all aspects of our dealings with
customers, teammates and others with
whom we do business. We will adhere
strictly to all applicable rules concerning
gifts, hospitality and post-government
employment. We will comply fully with
all applicable laws and regulations
governing how we contract and interact
with customers and end users, including
those related to pricing, negotiations,
procurement integrity and lobbying. Our
business relationships must remain above
reproach both in fact and in appearance.

We will be vigilant in guarding against
abuse and corruption of any sort. As a
Company we have processes in place
to ensure the safety, security and legality
of the materials and parts we use in our
products, including those supplied under
government contracts.
Our Special Security Agreement (SSA)
with the US Government allows us to
fully operate and serve our US military,
intelligence community and homeland
security customers. We will take special
care to abide by the letter and spirit of the
SSA, and to protect this strategic asset of
the Company.
The BAE Systems Code of Conduct in
the preceding pages makes clear that
we are each responsible for our actions
in the conduct of Company business.
And, importantly, each of us is a leader
in ensuring that our commitment to the
highest standards of ethical conduct is
preserved and enhanced every day.
Thank you for your continued
contribution.
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